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ABSTRACT

Accurate stellar modeling requires using our understanding of phenomena far

smaller than humans can observe to study some of the largest objects in the universe. One

quantity that bridges this gap is the mean opacity, which uses knowledge about atomic and

molecular interactions with light to inform how photons carry energy through a star. As

the mean opacity depends on both the quantum mechanics of atoms and molecules and the

macroscopic properties of the star (temperature, density, composition) it can be tricky to

calculate. Traditionally, stellar modeling programs avoid the time-consuming computation

of opacity by interpolating off of pre-made opacity tables. However, this interpolation

introduces the possibility of error. In low-temperature areas of a star (less than 10,000K),

this error is likely to be largest when the composition of the star differs from the

composition used to create the tables. One way to examine this error is to model stars

using low-temperature opacity values calculated on-the-fly. In this case, on-the-fly means

using opacity calculated as the star is being modeled by a low-temperature opacity code

using the exact temperature, density, and composition of each region within the star. This

work describes the process of adapting the Atlas Opacity Program (ATOP) for use as an

on-the-fly opacity code and discusses the results of using on-the-fly opacity values for

several stellar evolution models created with the Modules for Experiments in Stellar

Astrophysics (MESA) code. These models show that the effect of using on-the-fly opacity

is more pronounced in models where the relative abundance of carbon to oxygen in the

outer layers of the star changes significantly over the course of the star’s evolution.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Stars and Stellar Modeling

One of the primary difficulties to understanding stellar evolution is the time scale of

that evolution. The easiest star to observe, the sun, has been fusing hydrogen into helium

for 4.6 billion years [1] and will continue this phase of its evolution for another 5.4 billion

years. This makes it impossible for humans to understand stellar evolution by simply

observing changes over time. However, an understanding of the physics that governs stellar

evolution can be used to create mathematical models of stars. This modeling begins with

the set of differential equations called the equations of stellar structure. These equations

describe how physical properties, including pressure (P ), mass (M), density (ρ), radius (r),

temperature (T ) and luminosity (L) affect each other and are affected by physical

processes described by the opacity (κ), adiabatic index (γ) and the rate of energy

production (ε). Also in these equations are the gravitational constant, G and

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σSB).

dP

dr
= −GM(r)ρ(r)

r2
[equation of hydrostatic equilibrium] (1a)

dM

dr
= 4πr2ρ(r) [equation of mass continuity] (1b)

dT

dr
= − 3κ(r)ρ(r)L(r)

64πσSBr2T (r)3
[equation of radiative energy transport] (1c)

dT

dr
=

(
1 − 1

γ

)
T (r)

P (r)

dP

dr
[equation of convective energy transport] (1d)

dL

dr
= 4πr2ρ(r)ε(r) [equation of energy generation] (1e)

Together with an equation of state, this set of equations can be solved to determine
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the conditions inside a star. While these equations don’t explicitly depend on time, an

understanding of how the physical processes change the conditions in the star (for example

change in the composition of the star as fusion occurs) can then be used to model the

evolution of a star over time.

1.2 Opacity in Stars

Of particular interest to this research is equation (1c) which describes how thermal

energy is carried through the star by radiation. This equation depends on the temperature,

density, luminosity, and opacity of a given region of the star. The opacity describes how

photons in the star interact with the material of the star. In general, it depends on the

temperature, density, and composition of the region being considered. To understand the

sources of opacity, it is helpful to consider the simple case of a beam of photons traveling

through a gas. Any process that prevents a photon from passing straight through the gas

contributes to the opacity, which is found by taking the cross-section of an interaction per

unit mass of material. There are five main processes that can cause this: electron

scattering, free-free transitions, bound-free transitions, bound-bound transitions, and

molecular transitions. [2].

1.2.1 Electron Scattering

As stars are made up of partially or fully ionized gas, photons traveling through the

star can be scattered by free electrons, a process known as Thomson scattering, or by

loosely bound atomic electrons. The latter occurs either though Compton scattering, if the

photon’s wavelength is small compared to the atom, or through Rayleigh scattering, if the

photon’s wavelength is large compared to the atom. The opacity due to Thomson

scattering is constant for all wavelengths and so it contributes to the continuum opacity.

Since Thomson scattering requires the atoms to be ionized, it is strongest at high

temperatures, such as those found in the nearly fully ionized atmospheres of very hot stars,

or in the interior of all stars. Compton scattering only slightly changes the wavelength of
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the scattered photon, and so is typically included in the calculation of the Thomson

scattering term. Rayleigh scattering is a much weaker effect and so can be neglected in

most stellar atmospheres.

1.2.2 Free-Free Transitions

Transitions of an electron (near an ion) from one free state to another higher energy

state occur when the free electron absorbs a passing photon. As with Thomson scattering

this contributes to the continuum opacity since a free electron can absorb a photon of any

frequency.

1.2.3 Bound-Free Transitions

An electron that is bound to an atom can absorb a photon with enough energy to

transition to a free state, though the process of photoionization. The resulting opacity is a

continuum since the electron transitions to an unbounded state, but the initial photon

must have enough energy to ionize the electron, so this opacity occurs at wavelengths

λ ≤ hc/χn where χn is the ionization energy of the nth orbital.

1.2.4 Bound-Bound Transitions

In contrast to the continuum sources discussed above, a bound-bound transition

creates a line opacity, as bound-bound transitions require the absorption of a photon with

a specific wavelength corresponding to an allowed transition from one electronic orbital to

another. Thus calculating the opacity due to these transitions requires knowing all possible

electronic configurations of an atom and the allowed transitions between them.

1.2.5 Molecular Opacity

The presence of molecules in cooler layers of a star can complicate low temperature

opacity calculations. Molecular species contribute to both bound-free and bound-bound

transitions. The list of bound-bound transitions, in particular, can be quite extensive as

molecules have not only electronic states but also rotational and vibrational states which
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greatly increase the number of possible transitions.

1.3 Monochromatic Opacity

The total opacity, at a particular frequency, is just the sum of the opacity due to

each process described above. That is

κtot(ν) = κes + κff (ν) + κbf (ν) + κbb(ν) + κmol(ν) (2)

As the bound-free and bound-bound transitions will be quite different between

different chemical species, a more useful way of describing the total opacity is as a sum

over these chemical species rather than the physical processes. In this case, the total

opacity is given by equation (3), where the sum includes all chemical species present

including ions, atoms, molecules and grains.

κ(ν) =
∑

all species

κi(ν) (3)

The opacity due to any individual species is found using the number density of the

species (ni) and the frequency dependent cross section (σi(ν)) as well as the density (ρ) of

the stellar shell being considered. This is seen in equation (4).

κi(ν) =
ni
ρ
σi(ν) (4)

1.4 Mean Opacity

All of the above equations deal with a frequency dependent opacity. However,

accounting for the frequency dependence of the opacity when solving the equation of

radiative transport, equation (1c), is very computationally intensive, and so it is common

to use a mean opacity instead. [3] There are two ways of taking the mean opacity: a

straight mean, the Planck opacity, and a harmonic mean, the Rosseland opacity.
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1.4.1 Planck Mean Opacity

The mean opacity taken using the Planck distribution Bν(T ) as the weighting

function is the Planck mean opacity, given in equation (5).

κP (ρ, T ) =

∫∞
0
κ(ν)Bν(T )dν∫∞
0
Bν(T )dν

(5)

This method of computing the mean is the most consistent with the conditions at

the surface of a star, but it is less useful in the stellar interior.

1.4.2 Rosseland Mean Opacity

A harmonic mean, calculated using the partial derivative of the Planck distribution

with respect to temperature, is the Rosseland mean, shown in equation (6). This method

weights most heavily frequencies with the lowest opacity, or alternatively the frequencies

with the most radiation transport. This makes the Rosseland mean useful in areas of the

stellar interior where the frequency distribution of photons closely resembles a Planck

distribution [4]. All of the mean opacities discussed in this work are Rosseland mean

opacities.

1

κR(ρ, T )
=

∫∞
0

1
κ(ν)

∂Bν
∂T
dν∫∞

0
∂Bν
∂T
dν

(6)

1.4.3 Tables of Mean Opacity

Although the use of a mean opacity simplifies the process of solving the radiative

transfer equation, the calculation of mean opacity is still quite intensive. The standard way

of handling this difficulty is using pre-computed mean opacity tables to model a star. This

greatly reduces the computation time for a given stellar model, however, it introduces the

possibility of interpolation error as a given combination of temperature, density, and

composition may not be specifically included on any given table. Difference in composition

is particularly likely to introduce error, as most low-temperature opacity tables are
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computed using the composition only as a function of X (mass fraction of hydrogen), Y

(mass fraction of helium), and Z (mass fraction of all metals 1).

Since the opacity depends on the abundances of individual metals (not just the

overall value of Z), these tables typically assume an initial set of metal abundances that are

then scaled to match the total metallicity. As the same scaling factor is used for all metals,

this method does not account for the stellar processes that may increase the abundance of

one metal and not another. One such process is the dredge ups that occur at the end of the

asymptotic giant branch which often bring more carbon to the surface than oxygen. This is

likely to introduce error in the opacity at low temperatures (log T < 4.0) where the ratio of

carbon to oxygen significantly affects the molecular species that form [5]. If, for example, a

star is modeled with a set of low-temperature opacity tables, computed using the solar

abundances reported by Grevesse and Sauval in 1998 (GS98) [6], the opacity will always be

returned for a carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratio of (approximately) 0.49. This value may be

accurate for the initial conditions of a star, but won’t reflect the composition change

caused by different amounts of carbon and oxygen being dredged up from the core towards

the end of the star’s life.

This work is focused on integrating the ATLAS Opacity Program (ATOP) [7, 8]

into the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

program to calculate low-temperature Rosseland mean opacity values on-the-fly as the star

is being modeled. This will allow the opacity to reflect the changing abundances of

individual elements. Chapter 2 reviews the methods used by ATOP to calculate a

Rosseland mean opacity, and discusses the update of ATOP to include methane as a source

of molecular opacity. Chapter 3 explains the process of adapting ATOP to work within

MESA and Chapters 4 and 5 discus two stellar models created using low-temperature

on-the-fly opacity values. Chapter 6 provides a conclusion to the work and discusses

potential future research.
1Using the astronomer naming convention, where any element heavier than Helium is considered a metal.
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CHAPTER II

ATOP

2.1 Opacity Computation in ATOP

Broadly speaking, ATOP has two main steps to calculate a mean opacity. The first

step is to determine the abundances of various opacity sources (ionic, atomic, molecular).

The details of this calculation are discussed in [7] and [14]. The second step is to calculate

the opacity due to the sources described in section 1.2. Particularly relevant to this work is

the calculation of molecular opacity. As noted in [7] and [8], it is important to include as

many molecular transitions as possible in the calculation of cross-section data. Updating

the molecular cross-section data within ATOP was the focus of [8], however that work did

not include cross-section data for methane (CH4 ), which was unavailable at the time.

2.2 Addition of CH4

2.2.1 Transition Sources

To add CH4 to ATOP, transition data was taken from three different sources: the

Hitran Database [15], the Phoenix opacity code [16, 17], and the Exomol Database [18, 19].

The three sources cover a similar frequency range although the number of included

transitions varies significantly. This is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Sources of Methane Transition List

Line List Source Number of Transitions
Hitran 450,332
Phoenix 5,217,618
Exomol 9.8 billion
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2.2.2 Cross Section Calculation

Using each transition list, the methane cross-section was computed for the 9279

frequencies considered by ATOP in the evaluation of equation 6. The calculation followed

the procedure described in [8], assuming a Doppler broadening profile with a microturblent

velocity of 2.5 km s−1. In all cases, the partition function used was a polynomial fit to the

Exomol data [19], the most complete list. To illustrate the difference in the computed

cross-section data from each source, Figure 1 shows the methane cross section at 1000K.

Figure 2 shows the same data focused on wavelengths below 5 × 10−5 Å.

While the broad shape of the three data sources agree, there are three important

differences . The first difference is the coverage of the lowest wavelengths plotted (1 × 105

through 1.5 × 10−5 Å). In this range, the Hitran data includes three bands that line up

with the peaks of the Exomol data, although these bands have a much lower magnitude.

Second, is the magitude of the cross section at higher wavelengths. The Phoenix data

shows downward trend from 1 × 106 to 1.5 × 106 Å, while the Exomol cross section remains

fairly constant. This range is a gap in the Hitran data. The final notable feature of the

Exomol data is the psuedo-continuity of the cross section. There are places where both the

Hitran and Phoenix data calculate a very low cross section (seen in places where the lines

extend below the bounds of the graph), this is not seen in the Exomol data. All three of

these features are likely due to the sheer number of transitions contained in the Exomol

data. Even if each individual transition is fairly weak the total effect of 9.8 billion weak

transitions is significant. The effect of this completeness is also seen in the mean opacity

values calculated using these cross sections.
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Figure 1: Methane cross-section at 1000K, full spectrum

Figure 2: Methane cross-section at 1000K, focused
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2.2.3 Effect on Opacity

To compare the effect that the various transition data sources have on the final

mean opacity calculation, it is useful to discuss a specific set of conditions. Figure 3 shows

the resulting log κR plotted against log T [K] for the density parameter logR = −3.0 [g

cm−3 K−36 ]. R is a parameter used in place of density to reduce interpolation error when

calculating mean opacity from tables. It is calculated with the formula R = ρ
T 3
6
, where ρ is

the density and T6 is the temperature in millions of Kelvin. It is also useful as a parameter

that stays roughly constant through a star’s structure. The value logR = −3.0 is chosen to

match the conditions in the sun. The other important condition is ratio of carbon to

oxygen (C/O). This ratio strongly influences molecular abundances. For example, in an

oxygen rich star much of the carbon is bound in carbon monoxide molecules leaving little

carbon available to form methane. In a carbon rich environment, the opposite would be

true, much of the oxygen would be found in CO leaving lots of carbon to form methane

and other carbon containing species. As expected, the addition of CH4 data to ATOP did

little to change the opacity in oxygen rich environments.

Figure 3 shows the Rosseland mean opacity for a carbon rich environment computed

using each source of methane transition data. There are also two other lines, the light blue

line shows the result if CH4 is accounted for in the calculation of molecular abundances but

the cross section is assumed to be zero. The red line shows the result if CH4 is neglected

from both the abundance calculation and the opacity calculation, this is equivalent to

assuming no CH4 is present. All of the calculations that include the presence of methane

(even if it contributes nothing to the opacity) exhibit a similar shape, peaking around

log T = 2.9 (295K) and then decaying at lower temperatures. The effect of the many

transitions included in the Exomol data is strong, raising that peak by almost a full order

of magnitude over the Phoenix and Hitran data. The effect of methane also begins at

higher temperatures when the Exomol data is used. This reflects the coverage of

transitions at lower wavelengths seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Opacity calculated with each source of methane transition data
Also shown is the opacity calculated assuming a methane cross-section of 0 (No CH4 Opacity) and
assuming no methane forms (No CH4 EOS). This plot is for a carbon rich environment with density

parameter logR = −3 [g cm−3 K−3
6 ].
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2.3 Parallelization

The final improvement that was made to ATOP was computational, rather than

changing the internal physical data. MESA utilizes parallel computing to quickly model

stars. As such, it was necessary to modify ATOP so that it could be called by multiple

threads running in parallel. This was accomplished using OpenMP, the same interface used

by MESA. Before integrating ATOP into MESA, a sample grid of 117 temperature/density

points were run in parallel to ensure that the modified code produced the same results as

the serial version.2 The improvement in computation time of the parallel code is shown in

Table 2. When running in series, ATOP takes around 0.1 seconds per point. When run

using eight threads, it takes 0.03 seconds. For a small table, this improvement may not

seem important but to model the star discussed in Chapter 4 takes over 12,000 models. If

each of these steps requires an average of 7 trial solutions to find an acceptable model and

each trial solution has about 100 zones that would call ATOP, then ATOP is being called

approximately 8 million times. Using the times in Table 2, running these points in series

would take about 9 days, using 8 threads it would take 2 days. These numbers, which are

rough estimates, are only the time that would be spent computing opacity and don’t

include all of the other calculations necessary to model a star.

Table 2: Sample Grid Timings

Number of threads Computation Time
1 18 sec
2 10 sec
8 4 sec

2There appears to still be one part of ATOP that is not running in parallel correctly, although the difference it makes to the
opacity computation is quite small. This error occasionally leads to convergence problems which are discussed in section 6.1.1.
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CHAPTER III

LOW-TEMPERATURE ON-THE-FLY OPACITY IN MESA

In order to use ATOP as a low temperature on-the-fly opacity program within

MESA a piece of code was needed to ensure that ATOP received the correct input data

and that ATOP calculated all of the necessary data for MESA. This was accomplished

using the use_other_kap hook, in the run_star_extras file, linked to a subroutine called

mod_kap_get. This routine determined when a zone was cool enough to call ATOP

on-the-fly and the blending discussed in section 3.3 was done at the end of this routine.

Within mod_kap_get is a call to atop_kap_get, which calculates the correct abundances,

calls ATOP to get the opacity, and calculates the needed partial derivatives. The code for

both of these subroutines can be found in Appendix A.

3.1 Calculation of Abundances

The inputs necessary for ATOP to compute an opacity for a given zone of a stellar

model are the temperature, density, and abundances of chemical elements in that zone.

Temperature and density are values that can be pulled directly from MESA and passed to

ATOP. As for element abundances, MESA tracks them as mass fractions, whereas ATOP

requires number fractions. This conversion is not difficult, however, MESA only tracks the

abundances of isotopes that are in its burning net, a list of nuclear reactions to be

considered during the evolution of the model. However, there may be elements present in

the star that contribute to the opacity but are not included in any nuclear reactions. This

creates three types of elements that must be converted differently: non-metals (hydrogen

and helium), metals not in the burning net, and metals in the burning net.
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3.1.1 Non-metals

Non-metals are the easiest. The MESA abundances of hydrogen and helium are

taken to be correct and simply converted into the number fractions required by ATOP.

3.1.2 Metals not in burning net

For metals that are not in the net, atop_kap_get makes two assumptions. First,

that their abundances remain constant throughout the evolution of the star (since no

nuclear reactions that might change their abundance are considered) and second that these

metals are uniformly distributed within the star. At the start of a model, ATOP loads a

set of base abundances, such as those reported by Grevesse and Sauval in 1998 (GS98) [6],

Lodders in 2003 [20], Asplund et al. in 2009 [21], or others. The models discussed in the

following chapters used GS98 as the base abundance set. To make the code more flexible,

these abundances need not match the exact metallicity of the initial stellar model. Instead

the mass fractions of metals not in the net are scaled by a factor of λNN , given in equation

(7) where the subscript, NN, refers to metals not in the net, Zinit is the initial metallicity of

the star being modeled, and Zbase is the metallicity of the base abundance set provided to

ATOP.

λNN =
Zinit
Zbase

(7)

For example, the model discussed in Chapter 4 started with Zinit = 0.003 and used GS98

base abundances, Zbase = ZGS98 = 0.0166966), resulting in λNN = 0.179677. Using this

factor, the mass fraction calculated for each element not in the burning net is given in

equation (8), where X̃i is the scaled mass fraction for the ith element and Xi,base is the mass

fraction of the ith element in the base abundance set.

X̃i = λNNXi,base (8)
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3.1.3 Metals in the burning net

The addition of metals not in the burning net requires scaling the abundances of

metals in the net to conserve the total metallicity, that is:

ZATOP = Zzone (9)

Where ZATOP is the total metallicity of the abundance passed to ATOP and Zzone is

original metallicity of the zone according to MESA. ZATOP can be separated into two

different sums, one over metals not in the net (X̃i from equation (8)) and one over metals

in the net, X̃j. The subscript NN , as above, indicates elements not in the burning net and

the subscript IN refers to metals in the burning net.

∑
NN

X̃i +
∑
IN

X̃j = Zzone (10)

As with non-net metals a linear scaling factor, λIN , was chosen to keep the ratio

between elements constant. This means that

X̃j = λINXj,MESA (11)

Where X̃j refers to the scaled abundance of the jth element and Xj,MESA is the abundance

of that element stored within MESA. This means that equation (10) becomes

∑
NN

X̃i + λIN
∑
IN

XMESA = ZZone (12)

Solving equation (12) for λIN results in

λIN =
ZZone −

∑
NN X̃i∑

IN XMESA

(13)

Putting everything together, the procedure for converting MESA abundances into

ATOP abundances is to first calculate the mass fractions of metals not in the net using
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equations (7) and (8), then scale the mass fractions of metals calculated by MESA using

equations (11) and (13). Finally, the mass fractions of all elements (including hydrogen and

helium) are converted to number fractions using equation (14), where ni is the number

fraction of the ith element, and wi is its atomic weight. These number fractions, along with

the log temperature and log density are then passed to ATOP to calculate the opacity for

the zone.

ni =
X̃i

wi

1∑
all elements

X̃i
wi

(14)

3.2 Partial Derivatives

In addition to the opacity of each zone, MESA also requires two partial derivatives:
∂lnκ
∂lnT

and ∂lnκ
∂ln ρ

. These derivatives are used to determine if the numerical solution to the

equations of stellar structure is within the set tolerances. Currently, there is no way to

calculate these derivatives within ATOP, as it would require taking the derivative of the

frequency dependent opacity. For opacity sources with analytic representations this is

possible, however line opacity sources do not have analytic forms. Instead atop_kap_get

uses the finite difference method, calling ATOP with the same abundances four more times:

a higher and lower temperature (using the original density value), as well as a higher and

lower density (using the original temperature). The spacing used had to be changed as the

star evolved, as at certain conditions the partial derivative spacing introduced convergence

problems. The potential cause of these problems is discussed in section 6.1.1. The three

spacing values that were used for the temperature derivative were: ∆T = 1, 5, 10 [K]. (The

first of these corresponds to finding the opacity at T ± 1[K].) The density spacing values

used were ∆ρ = 1 × 10−10, 5 × 10−10 [g cm−3]. These values were chosen because, in the

ranges they were used, they produced partial derivatives that were relatively smooth and

similar in order of magnitude to the values given by interpolating the ATOP tables.
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3.3 Blending

The final step of the mod_kap_get routine is to smooth the transition from the high

temperature opacity tables within MESA to the low temperature on-the-fly values from

ATOP. When running using both high and low temperature opacity tables, MESA uses a

linear blend of the two at the boundary. Running ATOP on-the-fly is similar, for

temperatures above log T = 3.9, the opacity is the value given by the high temperature

tables. For temperatures below log T = 3.8 the opacity is the value calculated on-the-fly by

ATOP. The opacity between these values is a linear blend of the MESA table opacity and

the ATOP on-the-fly opacity, slowing increasing the percent of the final opacity due to the

on-the-fly calculation.
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CHAPTER IV

STELLAR MODEL 1

To understand the effect of using low-temperature on-the-fly opacity values during

stellar modeling, two different models were run using MESA (release 12115) and ATOP

on-the-fly. Both models are of 3M� stars, using the same input physics. The difference

between them is the initial metallicity. The first model, discussed in this chapter, has an

initial metallicity of Zinit = 0.003. The second model, discussed in the following chapter has

an initial metallicity of Zinit = 0.0003. Since the primary difference of on-the-fly opacity

occurs when the composition in the outer layers of the star change from the initial value

and since the use of on-the-fly opacity values significantly increases the computational load

of the model, a starting model was created using opacity tables for all temperatures. This

model was stopped just before the metal abundances at the surface of the star began to

change from their original values. MESA was then restarted from this model using ATOP

on-the-fly for low-temperature opacity. Both models were evolved until MESA was no

longer able to find an acceptable model without switching to white dwarf physics.

4.1 Model Physics

MESA contains a wide variety of controls over the physics used to evolve a star.

This section discusses the most important parameters, the full inlist for the model discussed

in this chapter is in Appendix B and the inlist for the model discussed in Chapter 5 is in

Appendix C. The input parameters found in the inlists but not discussed here are primarily

changes to the computational approach of MESA rather than the physics being used.

Opacity For temperatures above the range covered by ATOP, the standard MESA opacity

tables for the GS98 composition were used, the details of the calculation of these tables can

be found in [9] and [10]. These tables were blended into the on-the-fly values as discussed
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in section 3.3.

Mixing Length Parameter To account for convection, MESA implements the standard

mixing length theory. This requires specifying a parameter αMLT that relates the mixing

length to the pressure scale height. The value used in these models is αMLT = 1.86, which

comes from [22].

Convective Overshooting To approximate the mixing that occurs at convective boundaries,

MESA uses convective overshoot mixing. The parameters for this are taken from [5].

Mass Loss The calculation of mass loss through stellar wind depends on where the star is

on the HR diagram. While along the red giant branch (RGB), the mass loss is modeled

using the Reimers relation, with a scaling factor of 1, following [5]. For stars on the

asymptotic giant branch (AGB), the Blockers [23] wind scheme was used. This was chosen

to match the inlists used for AGB stars in the MESA test suite. The scaling factor in this

case was set to 0.07. This value was chosen to allow the surface of the Zinit = 0.003 to

reach a C/O ratio greater than one before the star became a white dwarf.

Burning Net The burning net that was used was cno_extras_o18_to_mg26. This net

includes the following isotopes: 1H, 3He, 4He, 12C, 13C, 13N, 14N, 15N, 14O, 15O, 16O, 17O,

18O, 17F, 18F, 19F, 18Ne, 19Ne, 20Ne, 22Ne, 22Mg, 24Mg, and 26Mg.

4.2 Evolutionary Changes

To understand the effect of using low-temperature on-the-fly opacity on stellar

evolution, Figure 4 shows the HR diagram at end of the asymptotic giant branch for three

stars modeled using MESA: one evolved with ATOP on-the-fly (ATOP OTF), one with

low-temperature opacity tables made using ATOP (ATOP Tables), and one with

low-temperature opacity tables made using the Phoenix opacity code (PHX Tables) [16].

The Phoenix table model is plotted to compare the changes caused by using on-the-fly

opacity to those caused by using the different set of physical data in the Phoenix code.
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Due to the overlap of the pulsations, Figure 4 is difficult to read. Figures 5 and 6 show the

effective temperature and luminosity, respectively, plotted against the mass of the star. As

the star evolves, it loses mass due to stellar winds, meaning that moving to the right of

these graphs corresponds to moving forward in time.

All three stellar models experience the same number of pulsations, although the

masses where these pulses occur shifts. The Phoenix model pulsations all occur at slightly

lower masses and have lower effective temperatures. During the later pulses, the on-the-fly

model pulses at slightly higher masses with higher temperatures than the ATOP table

models. Interestingly, the luminosity reached in each pulse is the same across all three

models.

Another evolutionary change of interest is the surface C/O ratio of the models

plotted in Figure 7. The stair-steps in this plot correspond to the pulsations discussed

above. Each pulse brings up more carbon from the core than oxygen leading to an increase

in the C/O ratio. To understand what change is being made by on-the-fly opacity, it is

helpful to examine several profiles of the star at different points in its evolution. Since this

work is focused on understanding how low-temperature opacity is changed when calculated

with varying compositions, these profiles each correspond to a different surface C/O ratio

as shown on Figures 4 and 7 by asterisks.
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HR Diagram of Zinit = 0.003 Star
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Figure 4: HR Diagram of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The plot shows models made using three different low-temperature opacity data sources: ATOP tables,
Phoenix tables (PHX), and ATOP on-the-fly (ATOP OTF). The asterisks mark the location of the three

profiles discussed in the following sections.
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Effective Temperature vs Star Mass for Zinit = 0.003
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Figure 5: Effective temperature of the Zinit = 0.003 star.

Luminosity vs Star Mass for Zinit = 0.003
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Figure 6: Luminosity of the Zinit = 0.003 star.
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Surface C/O Ratio of Zinit = 0.003 Star
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Figure 7: Surface C/O ratio of the Zinit = 0.003 star.
The asterisks mark the location of the three profiles discussed in the following sections.
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4.3 Profile 1: Low C/O Ratio

The first profile to consider is one with a surface C/O ratio that is below the GS98

value of 0.49. Figure 8 shows the log opacity that is calculated by ATOP on-the-fly (OTF)

and using the tables within MESA (Table). At this point the outer layers of the star have a

C/O ratio of 0.24. The relative difference plotted below is given in equation 15, where the

subscripts correspond to the two calculation methods plotted in the graph. When this

value is positive it indicates that the on-the-fly opacity is larger than the table value.

∆κ

κOTF
=
κOTF − κtables

κOTF
(15)

The peak in the relative difference that occurs around log T = 3.8 is likely do to the switch

from high temperature opacity tables to low temperature on-the-fly opacity. Other than

this area, the differences between the two methods of calculating low-temperature opacity

is fairly small, with another peak around log T = 3.6. To understand how the inputs to

ATOP on-the-fly vary from what was used to calculate opacity tables Figure 9 shows the

atomic abundances that were used by ATOP for each computation method for the

conditions at the point indicated with a black diamond in Figure 8.

For elements that are not in the MESA burning net, the difference between the

on-the-fly and table abundances is the same. This is a consequence of the scaling described

in section 3.1. Even the heavier metals in the burning net (O, F, Ne, Mg) show little

difference between the two abundances. The elements with the most significant differences

are C and N with the on-the-fly abundances containing significantly more nitrogen and less

carbon.

Figure 10 shows how the molecular abundances calculated by ATOP change when

these different atomic abundances are used. The on-the-fly atomic abundances contain

more nitrogen and so more nitrogen containing molecules are formed including CN,

HCN,and NH. The lower amount of carbon passed to ATOP on-the-fly results in lower

abundances for molecules that contain carbon but no nitrogen: C2, CH, C2H2, and CO.
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Opacity of Low C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.003
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Figure 8: Opacity of low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 9 and 10.
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Atomic Abundances for Low C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 0.24
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Figure 9: Atomic abundances of low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.

Molecular Abundances for Low C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 0.24
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Figure 10: Molecular abundances of low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index of species and has no physical meaning.
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4.4 Profile 2: Mid C/O Ratio

At the second profile, the C/O ratio is 0.59, slightly above the GS98 value used to

construct the tables. Figure 11 shows the log opacity and relative difference of each

computation method. As with the first profile, the large relative difference at log T = 3.8 is

due the blending of two different sources of data. Another local extremum occurs near

log T = 3.6, however in this case it is a local minimum rather than a maximum and has

twice the magnitude of the previous profile. Figure 12 shows the atomic abundances that

were input into ATOP on-the-fly for the zone marked with a black diamond. The dredge

up of material from the core of the star has increased the amount of carbon in the outer

layers. This decreases the relative abundance of other elements as compared to Figure 9

and to the tabular abundances. The higher abundance of carbon in the on-the-fly

calculation is reflected in the molecular abundances shown in Figure 13. CO has a similar

abundance to the GS98 value, the reason for this was briefly described at the end of section

2.2.2. However, all other carbon containing molecules have higher abundances. In contrast,

the lower oxygen abundance leads to fewer oxygen containing molecules.

4.5 Profile 3: High C/O Ratio

This star reaches a maximum C/O ratio of 1.06 after the final dredge up. The

low-temperature opacity shortly after this final dredge up is shown in Figure 14, along with

the relative difference between the tabular and on-the-fly values. As in the previous profile,

the two computation methods disagree most around log T = 3.6, although the slightly

lower temperatures present in the outermost layers result in the on-the-fly opacity being

slightly greater than the tabular values. The atomic abundances of elements not in the

burning net continue the trend of the previous profile, as seen in Figure 15. Again, carbon

and nitrogen are more abundant than in the table abundance, while oxygen is less

abundant. As would be expected, the molecular abundances, plotted in Figure 16, show

lower abundances of oxygen containing molecules and higher abundances of molecules

containing carbon and nitrogen.
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Opacity of Mid C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.003
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Figure 11: Opacity of mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 12 and 13.
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Atomic Abundances for Mid C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 0.59
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Figure 12: Atomic abundances of mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.

Molecular Abundances for Mid C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 0.59
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Figure 13: Molecular abundances of mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index species and has no physical meaning.
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Opacity of High C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.003
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Figure 14: Opacity of high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 15 and 16.
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Atomic Abundances for High C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 1.06
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Figure 15: Atomic abundances of high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.

Molecular Abundances for High C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 1.06
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Figure 16: Molecular abundances of high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index of species and has no physical meaning.
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CHAPTER V

STELLAR MODEL 2

Since the largest error in interpolating off of opacity tables occurs when the

composition of the zone of the star is significantly different from the composition used to

create the tables, it is interesting to look at the effects on a star that evolves to have a

much higher surface C/O ratio. This is accomplished by lowering the initial metallicity of

the star by a factor of 10 to Zinit = 0.0003.

5.1 Evolutionary Changes

Figure 17 shows the HR diagram for the lower metallicity star. As before, also

plotted are the evolution of a star modeled using ATOP tables and Phoenix tables. This

HR diagram shows a significant difference between the on-the-fly model and the two

tabular models. The pulses that occur with the on-the-fly model occur over significantly

smaller changes in the effective temperature. Unlike the model discussed in Chapter 4, the

difference made using composition dependent on-the-fly opacity is more significant than

using opacity tables that assume different physics.

To more clearly understand what is changing on the HR diagram, Figures 18 and 19

show effective temperature and luminosity, respectively, plotted against the mass of the

star. As with the higher metallicity model, the on-the-fly pulses occur at higher masses.

The separation between the ATOP table model and the on-the-fly model occurs after the

second pulse, after which the on-the-fly model stays at a higher temperature than the

ATOP table model. Another difference from the previous model is the luminosity changes

shown in Figure 19. In this model the two tabular models reach similar values of

luminosity in each pulse but the on-the-fly model does not. The last pulse in particular is

interesting because not only does the on-the-fly star have a much lower peak, the shape of

the pulse is different.
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HR Diagram of Zinit = 0.003 Star
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Figure 17: HR Diagram showing the evolution of the Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The plot shows models created using using three different low-temperature opacity sources: ATOP tables,
Phoenix tables (PHX), and ATOP on-the-fly (ATOP OTF). The asterisks mark the location of the three

profiles discussed in the following sections.
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Effective Temperature vs Star Mass for Zinit = 0.0003
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Figure 18: Effective temperature of the Zinit = 0.0003 star.

Luminosity vs Star Mass for Zinit = 0.0003
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Figure 19: Luminosity of the Zinit = 0.0003 star.
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The changes in the C/O ratio at the surface of the star are far greater than those of

the star discussed in the previous chapter. Due to the lower initial abundance of oxygen,

the first dredge up from the core causes the surface C/O ratio to rise to about 2. Further

dredge ups bring the C/O ratio to a maximum of 3.5. To see what is driving the change in

C/O ratio, Figure 21 shows the mass fraction abundances of 12C and 16O, the most

abundant isotope of each element. The later dredge ups in the on-the-fly model bring more

of both isotopes to the surface. This change is likely due to the dependence of the mixing

length on the temperature gradient [12], and therefore the opacity.

The higher surface C/O ratio reached by this star provides an opportunity to

examine the effects of using low temperature on-the-fly opacity with compositions that

vary significantly from the tabular compositions. As in Chapter 4, the opacity and

abundance differences between on-the-fly and tabular calculations are examined at three

different profiles, marked with asterisks in Figures 17 and 20.

5.2 Profile 1: Low C/O Ratio

Beginning, as above, with a C/O ratio below the table value, Figure 22 shows the

low-temperature opacity calculated with on-the-fly ATOP and interpolated off of ATOP

tables, as well as, the relative difference between the two. The surface C/O ratio for this

plot is 0.22. Once on-the-fly opacity fully turns on around log T = 3.8, the two values are

very close to each other. Plotting the input atomic abundances for the point marked with

the black diamond gives a graph that is similar to Figure 9. However, the y-axis differs,

shifting the abundances of each element down by approximately an order of magnitude.

This shift reflects the lower initial metallicity of this star. A similar shift occurs in the

molecular abundances calculated within ATOP, as seen when comparing Figure 24 to

Figure 10.
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Surface C/O Ratio of Zinit = 0.0003 Star
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Figure 20: Surface C/O ratio of the Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The asterisks mark the location of the three profiles discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 21: Surface mass fractions of 12C and 16O of the Zinit = 0.0003 star.
These are the most abundant isotope of each atom, the solid lines show the surface abundance of 12C the

dashed lines show the surface abundance of 16O.
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Opacity of Low C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.0003
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Figure 22: Opacity of the low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 23 and 24.
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Atomic Abundances for Low C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 0.22
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Figure 23: Atomic abundances of the low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.

Molecular Abundances for Low C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 0.22
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Figure 24: Molecular abundances of the low C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index of species and has no physical meaning.
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5.3 Profile 2: Mid C/O Ratio

This second profile of the low metallicity star has a surface C/O ratio twice that

reached by the higher metallicity model discussed in Chapter 4. The log opacity and

relative difference of opacity in Figure 25 also show a larger difference between the

on-the-fly and tabular opacity. The increase in carbon caused by the dredge ups is clear in

Figure 26. This is also reflected in the molecular abundances shown in Figure 27. At this

point, most of the oxygen is bound up in CO leaving little available to form other oxygen

containing molecules such as H2O or TiO. In contrast, there is an excess of carbon not

bound in CO that is available to form molecules like C2, CH, and CN.

5.4 Profile 3: High C/O Ratio

The final profile to examine is when the star reaches the highest surface C/O ratio.

As Figure 28 shows, the low temperature opacity differs by a max factor of -2.5. The

atomic abundances in Figure 29 show the largest difference between the two methods, with

the non-net atomic abundances differing by close to a full order of magnitude. The only

atomic species with a higher abundance in the on-the-fly data is carbon. This higher

carbon abundance is reflected in the molecular abundances shown in Figure 30, in

particular the abundance of C2.

It is worth discussing why, when it differs from the table values, the on-the-fly

opacity is lower. There seem to be two shifts that are relevant at the temperatures

considered (all abundance plots were made when log T ≈ 3.6). The first reason is the lower

abundance of heavier metals. At these temperatures some of the heavier atoms, and their

ions, are strong sources of opacity. As carbon is dredged up from the core of the star, these

strong atomic sources are diluted by the weaker opacity of carbon. At the same time, the

increase in carbon causes an increase in carbon containing molecules and a corresponding

decrease in oxygen containing species. At lower temperatures, it’s possible that these

carbon containing molecules would become strong enough sources to cause the on-the-fly

opacity to be higher than the table value, but at around log T ≈ 3.6 the decrease in oxygen
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Opacity of Mid C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.0003
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Figure 25: Opacity of the mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 26 and 27.
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Atomic Abundances for Mid C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 2.03
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Figure 26: Atomic abundances of the mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.

Molecular Abundances for Mid C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 2.03
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Figure 27: Molecular abundances of the mid C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index of species and has no physical meaning.
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Opacity of High C/O Profile for Zinit = 0.0003
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Figure 28: Opacity of the high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The black diamond indicates the zone whose abundances are plotted in Figures 29 and 30.
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Atomic Abundances for High C/OModel   C/O Ratio: 3.55
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Figure 29: Atomic abundances of the high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.

Molecular Abundances for High C/OModel, C/O Ratio: 3.55
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Figure 30: Molecular abundances of the high C/O ratio profile of Zinit = 0.0003 star.
The x-axis of this plot is an index species and has no physical meaning.
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containing species like H2O and SiO contributes to an overall decrease in opacity. Although

the C/O ratio is only sightly over one, this effect can be seen at the lowest temperatures of

Figure 14.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This project was a proof of concept, primarily asking if modeling stars with

low-temperature on-the-fly opacity is possible and beginning to understand the conditions

where it may be important.

6.1 On-the-fly Opacity Feasibility

With respect to the first goal, the project was a success. MESA was able to use

ATOP on-the-fly to model two different stars and reach the same point in the stars’

evolution as when modeling with opacity tables. There is, however, one lingering error in

ATOP which occasionally causes MESA to be unable to find an acceptable model.

6.1.1 Convergence Problems

As was noted in section 3.2 there were occasional problems in computing the partial

derivatives that led to convergence problems for MESA. The likely source of these errors is

that some part of ATOP is not running correctly in parallel. Running ATOP with a set of

sample tables and comparing the values calculated in series mode to those calculated in

parallel shows small random differences in the seventeenth decimal place or later. Since

this is well within the accuracy of interpolating off of tables, these errors shouldn’t affect

the overall evolution of the star. However, if this error is similar in magnitude to the

difference in opacity of the two points used to calculate a partial derivative, it can cause

strange values of that derivative. These bad partial derivatives are interpreted by MESA as

a sign of a bad model, leading it to retry until it hits a stopping condition that indicates

failed stellar evolution. Future work should attempt to find the source of this error,

however due to limited time, when the models discussed above ran into these problems the

spacing used to calculate partial derivatives was changed and the model restarted from a
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point before the convergence problems began.

6.2 Conditions for On-the-fly Opacity to Matter

The two models discussed above represent a very small sampling of the potential

uses for ATOP on-the-fly. These models support the conclusion of [24], that composition

dependent low-temperature opacity is important to accurately modeling low metallicity

stars on the asymptotic giant branch. The reason, as noted at the beginning of Chapter 5,

is that low metallicity stars can more easily become carbon rich. Low-temperature

on-the-fly opacity values may also be important in other stars, if the outermost layers are

cool enough and undergo a significant enough change in composition.

6.3 Future Studies

As noted above, this work is the start of using ATOP on-the-fly during stellar

modeling. There are many potential paths for future research including improvements to

the ATOP code, optimizing ATOP on-the-fly, and exploring other stellar models.

6.3.1 Improvements to ATOP

In addition to tracking down the parallelization error mentioned above, there are

other parts of ATOP that could be updated. While the molecular cross section data in

ATOP is fairly recent, some of the other atomic and molecular data is not. For example,

the partition function data used to calculate abundances. Updating this data would be

particularly important to using ATOP at very low temperatures, such as would be required

to model exoplanet atmospheres. At those temperatures it may also be important to

incorporate a way to handle opacity due to grains.

6.3.2 Changes to ATOP on-the-fly

To use ATOP on-the-fly to run a grid of models with different initial conditions, as

is typically done to test new stellar modeling code, it would be worth while to optimize

ATOP on-the-fly. The reason for this is time. The tabular opacity models, discussed in
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Chapters 4 and 5, could be completed in an afternoon. The on-the-fly models, however,

took around two weeks to fully evolve. Finding a method to calculate partial derivatives

that does not require calling ATOP five times per opacity point could help decrease the

computational load. Another possible technique, discussed in [25], is a hybrid of on-the-fly

and tabular opacity, using an opacity code, in this case ATOP, to create a set of tables for

each new composition encountered.

6.3.3 Other Models

Finally, there are many other types of stars that could be modeled. In addition to

examining different initial compositions and masses, it may be interesting to examine how

on-the-fly opacity interacts with other physics, such as wind schemes or different burning

nets. Eventually these models should be compared to observations, as the end goal of

stellar modeling is to explain and understand what is seen in the night sky.
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APPENDIX A

MESA/ATOP BRIDGE CODE

subroutine extras_controls(id, ierr)
integer, intent(in) :: id
integer, intent(out) :: ierr
type (star_info), pointer :: s
character(len = 256) :: data_dir
ierr = 0

data_dir='/home/buchele/mesa_with_atop/using_otf/atop/atlasdata/'
call star_ptr(id, s, ierr)
if (ierr /= 0) return

s% how_many_extra_history_columns => how_many_extra_history_columns
s% data_for_extra_history_columns => data_for_extra_history_columns
s% how_many_extra_profile_columns => how_many_extra_profile_columns
s% data_for_extra_profile_columns => data_for_extra_profile_columns

s% other_kap_get => mod_kap_get

! Atop initialized here because this runs at the very beginning of MESA
call atop_init(data_dir)
write(*,*) 'ATOP Init'

end subroutine extras_controls

subroutine mod_kap_get( &
id, k, handle, zbar, X, Z, Zbase, XC, XN, XO, XNe, &
log10_rho, log10_T, species, chem_id, net_iso, xa, &
lnfree_e, d_lnfree_e_dlnRho, d_lnfree_e_dlnT, &
frac_Type2, kap, dln_kap_dlnRho, dln_kap_dlnT, ierr)

use kap_lib
use star_def, only: star_info
use chem_def
! INPUT
integer, intent(in) :: id ! star id if available; 0 otherwise
integer, intent(in) :: k ! cell number or 0 if not for a particular cell
integer, intent(in) :: handle ! from alloc_kap_handle
real(dp), intent(in) :: zbar ! average ion charge
real(dp), intent(in) :: X, Z, Zbase, XC, XN, XO, XNe ! composition
real(dp), intent(in) :: log10_rho
real(dp), intent(in) :: log10_T
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real(dp), intent(in) :: lnfree_e, d_lnfree_e_dlnRho, d_lnfree_e_dlnT
!free_e:= total combined number per nucleon of free electrons and positrons
integer, intent(in) :: species
integer, pointer :: chem_id(:) ! maps species to chem id
! index from 1 to species
! value is between 1 and num_chem_isos
integer, pointer :: net_iso(:) ! maps chem id to species number
! index from 1 to num_chem_isos (defined in chem_def)
! value is 0 if the iso is not in the current net
! else is value between 1 and number of species in current net
real(dp), intent(in) :: xa(:) ! mass fractions
! OUTPUT
real(dp), intent(out) :: frac_Type2
real(dp), intent(out) :: kap ! opacity
real(dp), intent(out) :: dln_kap_dlnRho ! partial derivative at constant T
real(dp), intent(out) :: dln_kap_dlnT ! partial derivative at constant Rho
integer, intent(out) :: ierr ! 0 means AOK.
real(dp) :: tab_weight, tab_kap, at_kap, at_Z
real(dp) :: tab_dln_kap_dlnRho, at_dln_kap_dlnRho
real(dp) :: tab_dln_kap_dlnT, at_dln_kap_dlnT
real(dp) :: MESA_CO, GS98_CO, CO_diff
type (star_info), pointer :: s
character(len = 256) :: data_dir

data_dir='/home/lynnbuchele/research/atop/atlasdata/'
GS98_CO = 0.3677d0 ! THIS IS HARD CODED TO GS98
MESA_CO = XC/XO
CO_diff = ABS(GS98_CO - MESA_CO)

call star_ptr(id, s, ierr)

call kap_get( &
handle, zbar, X, Z, Zbase, XC, XN, XO, XNe, log10_rho, log10_T, &
lnfree_e, d_lnfree_e_dlnRho, d_lnfree_e_dlnT, &
frac_Type2, tab_kap, tab_dln_kap_dlnRho, tab_dln_kap_dlnT, ierr)

s% xtra1_array(k) = log10(tab_kap) !To track values in profiles/history
s% xtra2_array(k) = tab_dln_kap_dlnRho
s% xtra3_array(k) = tab_dln_kap_dlnT

if(log10_T.le.4.0d0) then
call atop_kap_get( &
log10_rho, log10_T, species, chem_id, xa, &
k, Z, Zbase, &
at_kap, at_dln_kap_dlnRho, at_dln_kap_dlnT,at_Z, ierr)

! Blending into OTF
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if(log10_T.gt.3.9) then
tab_weight = 10* log10_T - 39

else
tab_weight = 0

endif
kap = tab_weight * tab_kap + (1 - tab_weight) * at_kap
dln_kap_dlnRho = tab_dln_kap_dlnRho
dln_kap_dlnT = tab_dln_kap_dlnT

dln_kap_dlnRho = tab_weight * tab_dln_kap_dlnRho + (1-tab_weight)*
at_dln_kap_dlnRho↪→

dln_kap_dlnT = tab_weight * tab_dln_kap_dlnT + (1-tab_weight)*
at_dln_kap_dlnT↪→

else
kap = tab_kap
dln_kap_dlnRho = tab_dln_kap_dlnRho
dln_kap_dlnT = tab_dln_kap_dlnT

endif
s% xtra4_array(k) = dln_kap_dlnRho
s% xtra5_array(k) = dln_kap_dlnT

end subroutine mod_kap_get

subroutine atop_kap_get( &
log10_rho, log10_T, Nspec, chem_id, xa, &
k, MESA_Z, Z_init, &
kap, dln_kap_dlnRho, dln_kap_dlnT,at_Z_sc, ierr)

use atop_lib
use atom_data, only : abu
use chem_lib
use chem_def

! INPUT
real(dp), intent(in) :: log10_rho
real(dp), intent(in) :: log10_T
integer, intent(in) :: Nspec, k
integer :: chem_id(:) ! maps species to chem id
! index from 1 to species
! value is between 1 and num_chem_isos
real(dp), intent(in) :: xa(:), MESA_Z, Z_init ! mass fractions
! OUTPUT
real(dp), intent(out) :: kap ! opacity
real(dp), intent(out) :: dln_kap_dlnRho ! partial derivative at constant T
real(dp), intent(out) :: dln_kap_dlnT ! partial derivative at constant Rho
real(dp), intent(out) :: at_Z_sc ! Z of the OTF Calc
integer, intent(out) :: ierr ! 0 means AOK.
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real(dp), save :: initX(99), scaleX(99), sum_in, sum_notin, MESA_xa(99),
OrigX(99)↪→

real(dp) :: Xtot, check_z, metal_sum, initabun(99) , kaploRho, kaphiRho
real(dp), save :: abun(99), net_scale,

nonnet_scale,abun_tot,lt,lRho,abun_sum↪→

real(dp), save :: Tlo, Thi, rholo, rhohi, kaploT, kaphiT,atop_kap
integer :: j, at_err, in_net(99), el
character(len = 256) :: data_dir
!$OMP

THREADPRIVATE(lt,lRho,abun,Tlo,Thi,Rholo,Rhohi,kaploT,kaphiT,atop_kap)↪→

!$OMP THREADPRIVATE(abun_sum,scaleX, sum_in, sum_notin, initX, net_scale,
nonnet_scale, abun_tot, MESA_xa, OrigX)↪→

data_dir='/home/lynnbuchele/research/atop/atlasdata/'
nonnet_scale = Z_init/1.66966E-02 !THIS IS HARD CODED TO GS98

lT = log10_T
lRho = log10_rho
origX = abu% initX !Atop reads in the initial abundance mass fractions at

the start↪→

!Adds the mass fraction of isotopes of each element
MESA_xa = 0d0
do j = 1, Nspec

el = chem_isos% Z(chem_id(j))
MESA_xa(el) = MESA_xa(el) + xa(j)
in_net(el) = 1

enddo

sum_in = 0d0
sum_notin = 0d0

do j = 1, 99
if(in_net(j) == 1) then

initX(j) = MESA_xa(j)
if(j.gt.2) sum_in = sum_in + initX(j)

else
scaleX(j) = nonnet_scale * origX(j)
if(j.gt.2) sum_notin = sum_notin + scaleX(j)

endif
enddo

net_scale = (MESA_Z-sum_notin)/ sum_in !Normalization factor for net metals

do j = 1, 99
if(j<=2) then !H and He don't get scaled

scaleX(j) = initX(j)
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elseif(in_net(j)==1) then
scaleX(j) = initX(j)*net_scale !metals in net get scaled

end if
end do
!Now convert the mass fractions into number fractions
abun_tot = 0d0
do j = 1, 99

abun(j) = scaleX(j) / abu% atmass(j)
abun_tot = abun_tot + abun(j)

end do

do j = 1, 99
abun(j) = abun(j)/abun_tot

end do

call atop(abun, lT, lRho, atop_kap,at_err)
if(at_err.eq.1) write(*,*) 'AT err at', lT,lRho

kap = atop_kap
! Use finite difference method to calculate needed partials

Tlo = 10**lT - 5E0
Tlo = log10(Tlo)
Thi = 10**lT + 5E0
Thi = log10(Thi)

call atop(abun, Tlo, lRho,kaploT,at_err)
if(at_err.eq.1) write(*,*) 'AT 2'
call atop(abun, Thi, lRho,kaphiT,at_err)
if(at_err.eq.1) write(*,*) 'AT 3'

dln_kap_dlnT = log(kaphiT/kaploT) / log(10**(Thi-Tlo))

Rholo = 10**lRho - 1E-10
Rholo = log10(Rholo)
Rhohi = 10**lRho + 1E-10
Rhohi = log10(Rhohi)

call atop(abun, lT, Rholo,kaploRho,at_err)
if(at_err.eq.1) write(*,*) 'AT 4'
call atop(abun, lT, Rhohi,kaphiRho,at_err)
if(at_err.eq.1) write(*,*) 'AT 5'

dln_kap_dlnRho = log(kaphiRho/kaploRho) / log(10**(Rhohi-Rholo))

subroutine atop_kap_get
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APPENDIX B

MODEL 1 INLIST

! inlist_3M star to Carbon star

&star_job
show_log_description_at_start = .false.
load_saved_model = .true.
saved_model_name = 'he_core.3M.mod'

! save_model_when_terminate = .true. !Creates initial model
! save_model_filename = 'he_core.3M.mod'
! required_termination_code_string = 'max_model_number'
! create_pre_main_sequence_model = .true.
! set_uniform_initial_composition = .true.

set_initial_cumulative_energy_error = .true.
new_cumulative_energy_error = 0d0

kappa_file_prefix = 'gs98'
kappa_lowT_prefix = 'lowT_atop_dense_gs98' !Custom opacity tables made

using updated ATOP↪→

change_initial_net = .true.
new_net_name = 'cno_extras_o18_to_mg26.net'

dump_missing_metals_into_heaviest = .false.
initial_zfracs = 3

!kappa blend values set so that MESA uses High T tables until OTF is fully
turned on (currently atop_kap_get blends from 3.9 to 3.8)↪→

kappa_blend_logT_upper_bdy = 3.8
kappa_blend_logT_lower_bdy = 3.75

/ ! end of star_job namelist

&controls
! max_model_number = 1500 !To create starting models

use_other_kap = .true.
use_gold_tolerances = .true.
use_eps_mdot = .true.
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use_dedt_form_of_energy_eqn = .true.
min_cell_energy_fraction_for_dedt_form = 0
use_correction_for_KE_plus_PE_with_eps_grav_in_energy_eqn = .true.

num_trace_history_values = 2
trace_history_value_name(1) = 'rel_E_err'
trace_history_value_name(2) = 'log_rel_run_E_err'

initial_mass = 3.00
initial_z = 0.003
!initial_y = 0.26

use_Type2_opacities = .true.
Zbase = 0.003

mixing_length_alpha = 1.86 ! from Karakas 2014

overshoot_scheme(1) = 'exponential'
overshoot_zone_type(1) = 'any'
overshoot_zone_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_bdy_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_f(1) = 0.018 ! from Wiess 2009
overshoot_f0(1) = 0.005

atm_option = 'T_tau'
atm_T_tau_relation = 'Eddington'
atm_T_tau_opacity = 'fixed'

! mass loss
cool_wind_full_on_T = 9.99d9
hot_wind_full_on_T = 1d10
cool_wind_RGB_scheme = 'Reimers'
cool_wind_AGB_scheme = 'Blocker'
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
Reimers_scaling_factor = 1.0d0 ! from Weiss 2009
Blocker_scaling_factor = 0.070d0 ! increased based on another inlist

!Mesh controls
max_allowed_nz = 80000
mesh_delta_coeff = 0.5
tol_residual_norm1 = 1d-6 ! reduce by 10 when remeshing the 1st time
tol_max_residual1 = 1d-5 ! reduce by 10 when remeshing the 1st time

mesh_dlog_pp_dlogP_extra = 0.2d0
mesh_dlog_cno_dlogP_extra = 0.2d0
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mesh_dlog_3alf_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_c_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_n_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_o_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0

mesh_logX_species(1) = 'h1'
mesh_logX_min_for_extra(1) = -6
mesh_dlogX_dlogP_extra(1) = 0.2d0

mesh_logX_species(1) = 'he4'
mesh_logX_min_for_extra(1) = -6
mesh_dlogX_dlogP_extra(1) = 0.1d0

photo_interval = 50
profile_interval = 50
history_interval = 10
terminal_interval = 10
write_header_frequency = 10

/ ! end of controls namelist
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APPENDIX C

MODEL 2 INLIST

!inlist_3M_lowZ

&star_job

show_log_description_at_start = .false.

load_saved_model = .true.
saved_model_name = 'he_core.3M_lowZ.mod'

!To create starting model
! save_model_when_terminate = .true.
! save_model_filename = 'start.lowZ.mod'
! required_termination_code_string = 'star_mass_min_limit'

set_initial_cumulative_energy_error = .true.
new_cumulative_energy_error = 0d0

kappa_file_prefix = 'gs98'
kappa_lowT_prefix = 'lowT_atop_dense_gs98' !Custom opacity tables made

using updated ATOP↪→

change_initial_net = .true.
new_net_name = 'cno_extras_o18_to_mg26.net'

! create_pre_main_sequence_model = .true.
dump_missing_metals_into_heaviest = .false.
initial_zfracs = 3

kappa_blend_logT_upper_bdy = 3.8 !Ensures that MESA uses high-t
opacity tables until OTF turns on fully↪→

kappa_blend_logT_lower_bdy = 3.75

/ ! end of star_job namelist

&controls

! star_mass_min_limit = 2.75d0 !set for intitial model
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use_other_kap = .true.
use_gold_tolerances = .true.

use_eps_mdot = .true.

use_dedt_form_of_energy_eqn = .true.
min_cell_energy_fraction_for_dedt_form = 0
use_correction_for_KE_plus_PE_with_eps_grav_in_energy_eqn = .true.

num_trace_history_values = 2
trace_history_value_name(1) = 'rel_E_err'
trace_history_value_name(2) = 'log_rel_run_E_err'

initial_mass = 3.00
initial_z = 0.0003
!initial_y = 0.26

use_Type2_opacities = .true.
Zbase = 0.0003

mixing_length_alpha = 1.86 ! from Karakas 2014

overshoot_scheme(1) = 'exponential'
overshoot_zone_type(1) = 'any'
overshoot_zone_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_bdy_loc(1) = 'any'
overshoot_f(1) = 0.018 ! from Wiess 2009
overshoot_f0(1) = 0.005

atm_option = 'T_tau'
atm_T_tau_relation = 'Eddington'
atm_T_tau_opacity = 'fixed'

! mass loss
cool_wind_full_on_T = 9.99d9
hot_wind_full_on_T = 1d10
cool_wind_RGB_scheme = 'Reimers'
cool_wind_AGB_scheme = 'Blocker'
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
Reimers_scaling_factor = 1.0d0 ! from Weiss 2009
Blocker_scaling_factor = 0.070d0 ! increased based on another inlist

! Mesh Controls
max_allowed_nz = 80000
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mesh_delta_coeff = 0.7 ! start at 1.0 and reduce when time_limit gets
too small, L changed from 0.7 to 0.5↪→

tol_residual_norm1 = 1d-6 ! reduce by 10 when remeshing the 1st time
tol_max_residual1 = 1d-5 ! reduce by 10 when remeshing the 1st time

mesh_dlog_pp_dlogP_extra = 0.2d0
mesh_dlog_cno_dlogP_extra = 0.2d0
mesh_dlog_3alf_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_c_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_n_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0
mesh_dlog_burn_o_dlogP_extra = 0.1d0

mesh_logX_species(1) = 'h1'
mesh_logX_min_for_extra(1) = -6
mesh_dlogX_dlogP_extra(1) = 0.2d0

mesh_logX_species(1) = 'he4'
mesh_logX_min_for_extra(1) = -6
mesh_dlogX_dlogP_extra(1) = 0.1d0

photo_interval = 50
profile_interval = 50
history_interval = 10
terminal_interval = 10
write_header_frequency = 10

/ ! end of controls namelist
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